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Using miniature toys as actors and her own garden as stage, Doretta Miller created enigmatic scenarios on which 
to base her new oil painting series, Garden Stories. These paintings combine a long-standing interest in museum 
dioramas with preoccupations about current events, especially environmental and geo-political tensions.   
 
Artist Statement: 
Environmental conservation, bio-diversity, global and ethnic uneasiness, mankind’s relationship to the planet 
earth, and even space explorations all come to mind as Miller began the new series, Garden Stories. Using the 
remnants of fall gardens as the stage, she set up narratives using miniature toys that included animals, fire 
engines, and astronauts. Shooting photo references at ground level provided a new perspective into the 
mysteries of the end of season gardens with their intriguing plant densities. A Chicago native, two of Miller’s 
favorite destinations were the Adler Planetarium and the Field Museum of Natural History, where dioramas 
became fascinating stages of by-gone eras and extinct cultures, mind-bending forays into the galaxies, and 
museum cases housing precious artifacts. This oil painting series is inspired by a diorama aesthetic, and creates 
images that transport the viewer into strange new worlds where imaginative associations are the norm, and 
questions begin to bubble up, needing our attention.  
 
About the Artist: 
Miller earned an M.F.A. from Northern Illinois University and has been teaching at Skidmore College since 1982. 
In 1996 she was a visiting professor at Qufu University in the People’s Republic of China. She also curated two 
exhibitions on contemporary painting in China, one for the Tang Teaching Museum and another for First Street 
Gallery in New York, N.Y. Her oil painting “Portrait of Chair with Hibiscus and Andy Warhol's Flowers (1964)” won 
a juror’s prize and purchase award at the 2015 Artists of the Mohawk Hudson Region. 
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